Diameter Overload Related Drafts

IET95

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Overload related drafts

- draft-ietf-dime-drmp-05.txt
- draft-ietf-dime-load-02.txt
- draft-ietf-dime-agent-overload-03.txt
- draft-ietf-dime-rate-control-03.txt
Diameter Routing Message Priority (DRMP)

Draft-ietf-dime-drmp-04.txt

IET95

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Changes in -04

• General editorial cleanup
• Comments received during:
  – WGLC
  – IESG Last Call
  – IANA Review
  – Gen Art Review
Status

• Currently waiting on final IESG review
Diameter Load

draft-ietf-dime-load-01.txt
IET95
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Changes in -02

• General Editorial cleanup
• Comments received on list
• Addressed all Editor’s Notes

• Diff file sent with update
Next Steps

• Current draft is dependent on Agent Overload (peer report) draft
  – Use of SourceID AVP
  – Either progress Agent Overload draft first or move definition of SourceID AVP

• Pending above, draft should be ready for WGLC
Agent Overload and the Peer Report type

draft-ietf-agent-overload-04

IETF 95

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Changes in -04

• General editorial cleanup
• Addressed all Editor’s Notes
• Updated to be consistent with DOIC including references to RFC7682

• Diff file sent with update
Next Steps

• Draft has received significant review during earlier versions
• Little discussion since last IETF
• Author believes draft is ready for WGLC
Agent Overload and the Peer Report type

draft-ietf-rate-control-04

IETF 95

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Changes in -04

• General editorial cleanup
• Addressed all Editor’s Notes
• Updated to be consistent with DOIC including references to RFC7682

• Diff file sent with update
Next Steps

• Draft is dependent on Agent Overload (Peer Report)
• Draft has received significant review during earlier versions
• Little discussion since last IETF
• Author believes draft is ready for WGLC